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About This Game

Alice in VR - Fall down the rabbit hole as Alice in Wonderland! One of the world's most read stories feels like a natural match
for VR.

Grab and drink from the bottle and become tiny, eat the cake and become huge!
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In this mini-adventure Alice meets the waterpipe smoking caterpillar, a cosy turtle, singing carrots and jumping frogs

Travel down underground, experience adventure and listen to chatter from the Cheshire Cat and strange cabbage heads
alike

Teleport around the White Rabbit's warren, grab books and explore the corners

Estimated playtime of 10-15 minutes
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The gameplay consists of light interactions (simple grab mechanics, teleportation, growing & shrinking, and a long fall
down the rabbit hole)

Experience vignettes directly from & inspired by the original story

Made in Sweden
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Title: Alice In VR
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This is an awesome game that I would recommend to everyone. Definitely a classic in the Historical Fiction City Builder
category.. Nice and such a relaxing route if you like deisel power. I am by no means a professional artist/designer/anything in
particular, and in the past have only used design software as a hobby. I have no real technical knowledge, and have only
dubiously poked at animation software/sprite design in the past. For this reason I can only review this as a casual user, and can't
speak for anyone representing large game projects.

Despite being a newbie in regards to this, it must be said that this software is excellent - it is fairly intuitive to use (granted, I
still have a lot to learn), and there are countless tutorials available that are relatively simple to follow. It's been great to have the
freedom to import sprite puppets from external software (in my case, opencanvas), and thus far it's been quite enjoyable to
bring concept characters to life.

This software is fun, I heartily recommend it for anyone wanting to dabble in it as a hobby, too.. Great dev that updates alot and
adds really cool tools! I am a beginner in this, and its great for me to be here while it is being created. The new 3d scanner mode
is especially exciting and i will try to keep up with the dev and actually learn to use this software to its fullest potential.
Thank you dev! Great work! Keep it up!. This game is AMAZING! A hugely underrated arcade shooter! You play as Oculus, a
one-eyed ball who has to roll and shoot his way through ten amazing campaign levels! This game is so good, and you should get
it! At $5, it's worth every cent!. If you like casual puzzle games then you might like this, this is very similar to Bejeweled only
not as good IMO.
It uses the same principle, match the gems to destroy them etc and get the best score you can, there is a few different game
modes to play but nothing special and this isnt something that will keep you going for hours thats for sure, but it is abit of fun
none the less.

Overall, its ok for a few mins gameplay here n there but not the best puzzle game in the world, and personally i wouldnt spend
any money on it, opt for bejeweled instead.

. The best Yuri EVN I've ever played.
Great CG, great story, great characters.. Same as the other Arizona Rose game...you like these types of puzzles, you'll like these.
If not, you won't. Not much else to say about it.

The game-killer for me came when a pop-up ad interrupted my game, which leads to an automatic deletion when that happens,
so be warned of that as well. This is the reason for the low play time, if anybody cares.. Curious,
It's great that the developers are expanding this marvelous game to include DLC on the Eastern front, but what happened to
"Patton's Charge" that was slated to be released in 2018
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false advertising, i am a bannana

EDIT: I have deafeted king boo and unlocked the human boy character

He wears shorts they look comfy and easy to wear. It's a small but relaxing puzzle game, with a nice dificulty curve.
Although you can create large grits of curcuits, once you figured out the strategy it can get repetetive.. I have won every game of
this I've played. the matches are short and fun.. I am writing this review primarily for those who have also reviewed it and have
claimed that the controls are somehow bad.

The simple fact is that if you are finding the controls difficult, you are trying to play the game wrong. Trying to play this game
like a normal platformer, staying on the ground, trying to time your jumps, and ignoring many of Gish's abilties will result in
abysmal failure. Instead, your main focus needs to be on your momentum. Knowing the levels is key, so that you can plan out a
route before hand which is fluid and smooth. Even a tiny change in your path can drastically change how you move across the
terrain and can be the difference between leaping across a huge gap or flopping and losing all your speed. Jumping is everything.
Setting yourself up properly for a good jump, even if that requires you to go out of your way or backtrack, can often lead to
significantly improved times due to the extra speed you will carry out of it.

That being said, this isn't easy. Even beyond the ~15 hours I have clocked on Steam I had played the demo extensively many
years ago. One of the great things you can do when you do get good at it is speedrunning it for fun, as I stated before the
gameplay revolves around keeping your speed, and there are also a number of shortcuts, alternate routes, or even somewhat
abusable physics bugs which you can use to your advantage.

As for other things, the Edmund McMillen style is nice, though the graphics and interface are clearly dated. There are a number
of minor bugs in the physics which can be frustrating until you learn to work around them. Overall I think the uniquness of the
gameplay outweighs the flaws.

I'll end with a couple tips for those who want to become better:
-tapping sticky while climbing allows you to climb much faster, it also helps while moving across the ground
-being at high speed and then pressing sticky will cause you to compress down, allowing you to get a good jump in
-holding slippery+heavy while in the tiny tubes will make you go faster through them, and sometimes you can launch out of the
exit
-slippery+heavy is optimal for pushing blocks around without getting caught up on them
-while climbing, you can swing around 90 degree corners by tap-releasing sticky and using the arrow keys to shift your weight.
if Battlefield and the worst fps in the world had a baby=Frontlines fuel of war. McDroid has a smart use of character designs, a
subtle feel of worldbuilding, and the hectic and intense strategy is hit home by the hefty, powerful feel of everything.

http://youtu.be/uZoKxMjK-VA
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